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USING YOUR MODIFIED X JET 
 

Thanks so much for purchasing your Modified X-Jet from DougRuckerStore.com.  Here are a 
few tips for using your new gun assembly. 
 
The modified X-Jet is designed to be used so that it eliminates the strong atomization (mist) 
and pressure produced by the original x-jet. When using the modified X-jet, you will achieve a 
stream and pressure just like you would if using a downstream injector and your Jrod nozzles. 
 
It is important to know, that when using the Modified X-jet, you should only use the two larger 
nozzles on your Jrod, this would be the larger shooter nozzle (soap high) and the larger soap 
nozzle (soap low).  Using the two smaller nozzles, the rinse high and rinse low nozzles, will 
cause back pressure and cause water or mix to come out of the hose barb. This will force the 
hose off the barb.  So, remember to use only the two nozzles with the larger holes.  
 
Hose size for the Modified X-Jet is 3/8 inch, and you can purchase and use up to 100 feet if you 
choose too, and the X-jet will still work.  I also recommend having a 3/8 two-way valve 
inserted in your line, near the end of the wand, so that you can easily switch from your bleach 
mix to plain water for rinsing.  The X-jet pail system is a great bucket to use for your mix since 
it’s easy to attach your hose to it.  The bucket has a drop tube stick in it to draw the mix 
through your hose.  Always remove the small air vent cap when using the pail. 
 
You can of course use a five-gallon bucket if you’d like, you just need to make sure you have 
some way to keep your hose weighted down in the bucket.  Also be sure to always keep the lid 
on the bucket when using. 
 
For mix ratios visit our site at the link below.  Scroll down to just above the instructional videos 
and you’ll see X-JET INSTRUCTION MANUAL. 
https://www.dougruckerstore.com/products/x-jet-modified-gun/ 
 
Any questions please email us at orders@dougruckerstore.com 
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